TIP SHEET

How do you identify your
biggest IT compliance & cyber
security governance risks?

Tip: Use an IT compliance
framework to identify the
“crosswalk” intersection of
controls that matter most
for your industry and
regulations.
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TIP SHEET

You have a long list of huge risks lurking around IT compliance and cyber security governance.
How do you go about tackling them? In simple terms:

1. Define controls

2. Test controls

3. Attest

Now rest easy, right? Unfortunately, it’s not quite as
easy as one, two, three ...
While IT standards like NIST, ISO and COBIT simplify the undertaking (let’s face it, if you don’t follow a framework, you may miss
controls to comply with critical requirements), spending time on non-applicable requirements is a bottomless drain on resources.

There is good news.
Several IT compliance framework providers offer a “crosswalk” (or intersection) map
of controls specific to industry and regulations. They’ll help you cover the most
material risks for your industry and help you make sure you don’t miss critical IT
compliance requirements—even the ones you didn’t know existed. Get a head start
with a targeted list to zero in on your biggest cyber security risks faster, with no more
misdirected resources.

Explore this round-up of IT compliance framework providers identified by GRC analyst firm GRC 20/20
Research1 to see if there’s a fit for you:
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AlienVault
C2C Smart Compliance
CERTStation
Cloud Security Alliance
Cyveillance
Dell SecureWorks
Exodus Intelligence
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Exploit Database
FireEye
IBM X-Force
IID ActiveTrust
InfoArmor
Information Shield
iSIGHT Partners
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McAfee
Unified Compliance
Framework
Open Security Foundation
Orange Business Services
Recorded Future
Risk Based Security
SANS Institute
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Secunia
Security Database
SecurityGlobal.net
SecurityScorecard
Sûnnet Beskerming
Symantec
Threat Intelligence Pty Ltd.
isign

Excerpted from GRC Content & Intelligence Market Overview, 2017. GRC 20/20 Research LLC. Used with permission of GRC 20/20 Research LLC.
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ACL’s compliance management software makes it easy to map and track IT policies,
key controls, systems, processes and people all in one place.
Get in touch today for a free assessment of how ACL technology can help you manage IT compliance—and provide the structure needed to
ensure your IT security environment is robust and aligned with strategic risks. Contact us at 1-888-669-4225 or info@acl.com
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